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Upgrade to the Latest Snap-on Software Release to Enter
the ZEUS+ Diagnostics EPIQ Workstation Giveaway
LINCOLNSHIRE, Ill., Nov. 15, 2022 – Any Snap-on® customer with a diagnostic platform running the
fall software release by Dec. 31, 2022 will be entered into a sweepstakes for the chance to win an
EPIQ™ workstation, which will include a new ZEUS™+ Fast-Track® Intelligent Diagnostics platform.
To be eligible for the sweepstakes, Snap-on diagnostic customers simply need to ensure they have
the latest software on their tool.
With the newest software release, technicians gain the ultimate advantage every day with
uninterrupted access to a universe of dynamically updated resources. From the moment they poweron, technicians can confidently service customers with a tool containing unparalleled depth in general
and collision repair coverage for Asian, domestic and European vehicles.
The ZEUS+ diagnostic tool is the most advanced information-driven scan and scope device in the
industry, offering the onboard storage, processing and communications capabilities that professional
technicians need to get them through each step, from start to finish. Driven by Fast-Track Intelligent
Diagnostics, the ZEUS+ provides the information needed to diagnose, repair and manage any issue,
simplifying the workflow and increasing efficiency on every job.
Visit snap-on.com/diagnostics to view information about platforms and learn more about the latest
software.
To buy a new platform or upgrade to the latest software, contact a participating Snap-on Franchisee
or other sales representative.
About Snap-on Diagnostics:
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and
marketer of tools, diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional users
performing critical tasks. Products are sold through the company’s franchisee, company-direct
distributor and Internet channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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